
Lisdoonvarna Heritage Week 2017 Report 

It was an ambitious undertaking to plan a full Heritage Week programme for Lisdoonvarna 
to coincide with the 150 year celebrations. Over 8 days we attracted a minimum of 600 
people whose feedback was extremely positive. 


Planning started in February 2017 in order to apply for funding and ensure our events 
were included in the National Heritage Week brochure. A collaboration between 
Lisdoonvarna Tidy Towns, Lisdoonvarna Failte, Lisdoonvarna Heritage group and Visit 
Lisdoonvarna played a part in making this festival an incredible success. 


We started with a weekend long celebration of the first pump being installed 150 years 
previously. Over the course of the weekend there was a cafe, market and the pump room 
was open where volunteers were on site to relay the history and stories of the previous 
150 years. Lisdoonvarna was built around it’s mineral rich water supplies and a great 
team of locals from the Historical group and Tidy Towns manned the pump for the 
duration. We had a big cake to celebrate on Sunday 20th.


We planned 16 free events of which 14 were family friendly workshops based on “It’s in 
your Nature” theme for National Heritage Week 2017. These included foraging for food, 
herbs and medicine; art through animation imaging natures heroes within our 
environment; hearing about the geology of the landscape; bat walk; moth traps; bee talks; 
nature walks; bug hotels; woodland exploration and more. There were a few moderation's 
as the rain prevented participants entering the rivers and one foraging workshop was 
called off when the rain kept everyone away. 


We designed a feedback form with smilies and text 


Feedback forms were not completed by everyone especially over the weekend 
celebrations where it was less structured. Most were filled out between Monday and 
Saturday. The feedback was mainly positive with 251 😁  31 😊  and 12 😐  Of that 12, 8 

Overall - how was your time with us? 😡 ☹ 😐 😊 😁

How did you hear about it?

The activity, venue, event, host, facilitator/
teacher? 

😡 ☹ 😐 😊 😁

What did you like best and why?

Will you come again next year? 😡 ☹ 😐 😊 😁

Have you any comments or suggestions to help us improve for next year? 



came from the bee workshop. We learned that the adults were more interested in the 
bees so next year we will have some wild flower planting or something relevant going on 
at the same time. 


Feedback on how people heard about the event was very useful and can be broken down 
as follows:


The results were mainly from facebook/internet - 30, word of mouth - 24, local 22 and the 
brochures, national and local - 32. 


What people liked best:


• History of and exhibits in the pump house

• Drinking the sulphur water and getting a certificate

• Volunteers knowledge, friendliness and stories of Lisdoonvarna

• Information about the river

• Finding out about moths, herbs, plants, geology

• Making the bug hotel

• Finding bugs

• Art - many children attended all three workshops they liked it so much

• The way the facilitators engaged the children

• Everything!


Some of the suggested improvements were as follows:


• Information fliers with workshops

• Background music

• Provide tea & coffee

• More hurling 

• Make use of the premises more - it is a fabulous resource

• Have more wellies available (the result of having wellies available!)

• More structure for the kids (bee workshop and picnic)

• Continue work to restore the wells

• Keep up the good work

• Improving the weather was a common request


We had a strong online presence with active Facebook 
lisdoonvarnaheritageweek@gmail.com and Twitter https://twitter.com/LisdoonHW

accounts. We paid for a Facebook ad to promote the full programme and created a 
hashtag for focused tweeting #LHW17. Every event was shared on twitter the day before 
and on the day it was on which automatically generated a post on Facebook. Photos 
were posted on twitter after every event which also posted them to Facebook. An album 
was created on Facebook so that participants photos could be included with organisers.


We had a strict child protection policy in place and all parents/guardians had to sign a 
form stating they would look after their children as well as their preference for 
photographs. All workshop hosts were sent a copy of the policy and we had a copy on 
site for inspection. We also had a first aid box. Due to the fact that the venue has 2 rivers 
we put up safely notices around the grounds. This resulted in a lot of adult engagement 
during the events as parents became involved with the activities. 
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